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ABSTRACT 
A Favard type theorem for special sequences of Laurent polynomials is proved. This result is 
used to establish the relation between T-fractions and orthogonal Laurent polynomials (OLPs). 
Applications are given to T-fractions for (quotients of) hypergeometric functions of type zF1 and 
confluent forms. In the special case of #l(a, 1;~; z) a weight function is given on the unit circle 
in C for the corresponding OLPs. 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
The theory of orthogonal Laurent polynomials (OLPs) was initiated by Jones 
and Thron [4] in 1981. A comprehensive paper by Njastad and Thron [7] in 
1982 shows the rapid development of the subject. The OLPs in these papers and 
in several others as well have real coefficients. The orthogonality is with respect 
to a positive definite linear functional, hence the theory is set in a positive 
definite inner product space. We start from a somewhat more general situation. 
In section 1 of the present paper we consider the algebra d of formal Laurent 
polynomials of the form 
~pXp+3Lp+~Xp+l+--+Ap+qXp+Q (pez; q=O,l,...), 
where Izi are complex coefficients and x is an indeterminate. We introduce 
orthogonality with respect to a linear functional L : d-C We prove a Favard- 
type theorem for sequences of special Laurent polynomials. Such OLPs occur, 
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for instance, as successive denominators of a formal T-fraction i.e. a continued 
fraction of the form 
(1) fi+ a+ &+ &+-.., Ix-‘+& 11+&x 
where fj, gi (i = 1,2, . . . ) are complex and non-vanishing, and x is an indeter- 
minate. 
In section 2 the relations between T-fractions and OLPs are studied. The 
successive denominators of (1) are OLPs with respect to a linear functional 
L : d+d=. Putting L(xk) = cek (kc Z) it is shown that the pair of power series 
C,“=, c& and - C,“=, c-~x-’ corresponds to (1) at 0 and at 00 respectively 
(see (2.8)). 
In section 3 we give applications: T-fractions for (quotients of) hyper- 
geometric functions of type 2F, and confluent forms are derived. The case of 
a T-fraction for 2Fl(a, 1; c; z) (a, c E R; z E G) is considered in more detail. 
In 1907, Pad6 [8] studied a class of special types of continued fractions for 
2F,(a, 1; c; z). The classical Jacobi polynomials essentially are the denomi- 
nators of a J-fraction with z-i 2Fl (a+ 1,l; c + 1; z- ‘) as its associated power 
series. If c>a> - 1 they are orthogonal on the real interval [0, l] with respect 
to a weight function C.x”(l -x)‘-“-I where C=T(c+ l)/(r(a+ l)T(c-a)). On 
the other hand, the denominators of the T-fraction for 2F~(cz, 1;~; z) are 
shown in section 3, to be orthogonal on the unit circle in the complex plane 
with respect to a weight function C’(z-‘)(l - z)~-~- ’ with c > a; a, c $ h and 
C’= -(27ri)-lr(l -a)r(c)/r(c-a). 
Together with their lacunary and confluent forms they form a “Laurent 
counterpart” of the classical orthogonal polynomial systems. None of our 
systems belongs to the positive definite case. 
OLPs introduced by Gasper [l] in 1981 and connected with the Dirichlet 
problem for the Heisenberg group, are shown to be some lacunary version of 
the successive denominators of the T-fraction for 2F,(a, 1; c; z). The possibility 
to include OLPs like those mentioned above which do not belong to the positive 
definite case is our reason to frame a more general theory of OLPs. Here we 
give a first contribution in this direction. 
1. FAVARD’S THEOREM FOR LAURENT POLYNOMIALS 
We consider a sequence (Q&?=c of Laurent polynomials of the following 
special form 
Q2&)=@) -n+#‘0 
nx -n+l 
x-"+'+...+a(2")X:a(2n) 
?I ” #y 
0 
Q2n+,(~)=a(_2nn+_:)~-“-1+(y(2n+1?y-”+...+a(2n+1)~” a’Z”,+;‘#() 
-n n ’ I , 
(n=O, 1, . ..). 
A linear functional defined on the algebra d of formal Laurent polynomials 
in an indeterminate x, with complex coefficients will be called a moment 
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functional. We say that the sequence (Qk)km,e is orthogonal with respect to a 
moment functional L if 
1 
=o, kzn, 
L(Q&)Q,M) 
#O, k=n, (k,n=0,1,2 )... ). 
PROPOSITION I. If the sequence (Qk),& satisfies the following recurrency 
relations 
(1.1) Q2,+,(X)=(x-1+gzn+,)Q2n(X)+f2n+1Q2n-,(X)r 
(1.2) Q2n+2(~)=(l+g2n+2x)Q2n+1(~)+&+2Q2&), 
with f2n+1#0, j2n+2#0 (n=O, 1,2, . ..) and 
Q-,(x)=O,Q,(x)=a~ (a;“#O), 
then there exists a unique moment functional L, with L(1) = 1, such that 
(Qk)FEo is orthogonal with respect to L. Moreover cz’_“!/ 20, (xy+ ‘) #O 
(n=0,1,2 ,... ). 
PROOF. It follows directly from (1.1) and (1.2) and the form of the Qk that 
also gk#O (k= 1,2, . . . ) and that c&$?#O, CX~~“+‘)#O (n=O,l,...). Since 
(Q&Y0 is a basis of d we may define the linear functional L on I by 
L(Qo(x)) = aho) and L(Qk(x)) = 0 for k= 1,2, . . . . In order to prove that 
UQ,(x)Qk(x)) = 0, n + k 
we show by mathematical induction that 
(1.3) L(xkQ2,(x))=0 if ngk+ 1 and nz -k, 
(1.4) L(x~Q~,-~(x))=O if nlk+ 1 and nz -k+ 1. 
for n=1,2,... and kEZ. 
If k=O this is obvious by the definition of L. Next we show that if (1.3) and 
(1.4) are true for some kz0 they also hold for k+ 1, and if (1.3) and (1.4) are 
true for some ks0 they also are valid for k- 1. Let kz0. Then from (1.2) it 
follows: 
g,,Uxk + ‘Q2n - I(X)) = L(9Q2, (x)) - L(9Q2, - 1 (x)) (1.5) 
-fd@Q2, - 2(x)) = 0, n L k + 2, 
and from (1.1) and (1 S) we obtain 
~~~+~L(x~+~Q~~(X))=L(X~+‘Q~~+I(X))--L(X~Q~~(X)) 
-fin+ lwk+ l Q2,-,(x))=O, n&k+2. 
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Now let ks0. Then by (1.1) we have 
(1.6) 
{ 
Wk- ‘Q2nW) =W*Q2,,+ 1(x)) -an+ IL(x~Q~,(x)) 
-f2n+1UxkQ2n4(x))=0, nz -(k- 1). 
From (1.2) and (1.6) it follows 
L(xk - ’ Qzn - I C-4) = L(xk - ‘Q2,Ax)) - gz,L(xkQ2, - l(x)) 
-fi,9~~-~Q~,-,(x))=O, ng -(k-l)+ 1. 
The fact that L(Qk(x)2) # 0 (k = 0, 1,2, . . . ) follows from 
&n&n + &(x”Q~AX)) =finf2,, + Ax” - ‘Q2n - Ax)) 
and 
L(x-“-‘Q2n+,(X))=f2n+,f2n+~~(x-~Q~n-,(x)) (n=L&...), 
which in turn, easily follow from (1.1) and (1.2). Indeed 
g2ng2n+,L(x”Q2n(x))=g2nL(xnQ2n+,(x))-g2,L(x”-’Q2,(x>> 
-gd&,+~W'- ‘xQ2n-lW)= -.hn+&WIQ&N 
+f2n+lL(x”-‘Q2n-l(~))+f2nf2n+l~(~”-’Qzn-z(x))= 
=f2,f2,,+lW’-1Q2n-2(X)) 
and 
L(x-“-‘Qz,+,(x))=L(x-“-*Qz,+z(x))-g2,+2L(x-”Q2,+,(x)) 
-fzn+~U-n-lQ,,W~= -h,+zUx-"Qzn+lW 
+fzn+szn+ &WRQ2nW +fin+ lf2n+2LWnQ2n- l(x)) 
=fi,+Ifi,+zL(x-"Qz,-1(x>>. 
Since the linear functional L, with respect to which (Qk),& is orthogonal, 
is uniquely determined by L(Q,(x)) = oioJ and L(Qk(x)) = 0 (I?= 1,2, . . . ), as 
(Qk(x))fzo is a basis of 4 the prOOf is Complete 0 
PROPOSITION II. Let (Qk)rEo be orthogonal with respect to the moment 
functional L and assume moreover CX”~~= CX(~“,~~) = 1, ak2”)#0, aL2n+ ‘)#O 
(n = 0, 1,2, . . . ). Then there are fk # 0, gk # 0 such that 
Q2n+,(X)=W1+g2n+, )Q2n(x)+f2n+,Q2n-l(x), Q-1(x)=0, 
Q2,+2(x)=U+g2n+2x)Q2n+1(x)+&+2Q~n(x), (n=O,l,...). 
PROOF. Let g,,, + 2 = ai2t t 2)/ai2n+ ‘), so gzn + 2 # 0. Moreover 
Q2n+AX)-g2n+2 xQ~~ + I (4 E span { QO W . . -, Q2, + I C-91 
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and 
~((Q2,+2(x)-g2n+z xQ2, + 1 (xNQ&N = - g2n +2UQ2n + I (-9 .xQdX)) 
(k=O,l,..., 2n+l). 
SinceL(~~.xQ~~+~(x))=O (k= -n-l,...,n-1) it follows that 
WQ2n+AX)-gaz+2 xQ~~+I(X))Q&N=O (k=O, l,...,zn- 11, 
hence, for some values of p and f2n+2 we have 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Equating the coefficients of x-“-r in both members yields ,U = 1. Thus 
Q2n+2W=U +gzn+z x)Qzn+l(x)+f2n+2Q2n(x), gzn+z+O. 
Similarly 
U(Q2,+, (x)-X-‘QZn(x))Qk(x))=O (k=O, 1, . . ..2n-2). 
Hence 
Qz,+1(x)=(x-‘+gzn+I)Q2n(X)+fin+lQzn-,(x) 
for some scalars g2n+ 1 and f2,,+ i . Comparing the coefficients of x” in both 
sides of this equality yields 
/p+u 
g2n+1= %fO. 
n 
It remains to show that f2n+2#0 and f2,,+,#0. If f2n+2=0, then 
Q2,+2W=U +gzn+2x)Q2n+,(X) 
so 
o=L(~-“-~(Q2n+2(~)-(1+g2n+2x)Q2n+1(x))) 
= -L(x-"-'Q~~+~(x)). 
This is impossible, hence f2,, +2 #O. The inequality f2n + 1 #O is proved in a 
similar manner 0 
Propositions I and II lead to the following version of Favard’s theorem for 
Laurent polynomials. 
THEOREM 1.1. For the sequence (Qk)rzO of Laurent polynomials the fol- 
lowing are equivalent: 
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(A) (Q&Ye satisfies 
Qz,+~(x)=(x-‘+gzn+~)Qzn(x)+fi,+~Q2n-~(x), 
Q2n+2(x)=(l+g2n+z x)Q2n+l(X)+f2n+2Q2n(X), 
with 
f2n+1*:0,f2n+2#0 (n=O,l,...); Q-1(x)=0, Qo(x)=l. 
(B) (Qk)rCo is orthogonal with respect to a (unique) moment functional L 
with L(l)=1 and a(_2n!=@“,+:)=l, aL2”)#0, or+‘)+0 (n=0,1,2,...). 
REMARK 1.1. A Favard theorem for Laurent polynomials with real coeffi- 
cients in a positive definite inner product space was given in [4], using the 
connection with T-fractions. Our proof is more self-contained. 
REMARK 1.2. The non-vanishing of the leading and trailing coefficients in the 
OLPs Qk (k=O, l,...) is essential. If these conditions are not satisfied, the 
length of the recurrency relations may be greater than 3. (see [7]). 
In the remaining part of this section we assume that (Qn)FCo satisfies the 
conditions of Proposition I and that (Q,),“=o is orthogonal with respect to the 
moment functional L with L(1) # 0. In the proof of Proposition I it has been 
shown: 
(1.7) L(x”Q2,(x)) = f* L(x”-‘Q,,-,(x)), 
g2ngzn + 1 
(1.8) L(x-“-‘Qzn+,(x))=f f 2n+1 ~~+zU~-~Q~~-I(X)) (n= 192, .-.I. 
In the same way, using the recurrence relations (1.1) and (1.2) it can be shown 
that 
(1.9) L(x-“-‘Qz,(x))= -fi,+&(x-nQzn-~W) @=1,2,...), 
f2n+2 (1.10) L(x”+‘Qzn+r(x))= - __ L(x”Q~~(x)) (n=O, 1, . ..). 
g2n-b2 
Furthermore we assume that the moment functional is normalized such that 
L(1) = - fi /gr and that oh’) = 1. Then: 
UQoW= -fik, Ux-‘Q,(x))= -fif2. 
All Qn’s have trailing coefficients equal to 1. Together with (1.7)-(1.10) this 
implies 
(1.11) L(x”Q2,(x))= -;;:::;:: (n=O,l,...). 
(1.12) L(x-‘-~Q~~+~(x))= -f,f2...f2n+2 (n=O,l,...). 
(1.13) L(x-“-‘Q2n(x))=f,f2...f2n+l (n=O, 1, . ..). 
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(1.14) 
fifi-*-fi,+2 
L(x”+~Q~~+~(xN= glg2...g2 +2 (n=O,L--1. 
n 
Finally we will consider the following “lacunary” case of Laurent polynomials. 
Let the moment functional Li be defined by 
i 
0 if n is odd, 
(1.15) L,(Y)= 
L(x”“) if n is even. 
The sequence of lacunary Laurent polynomials (P,),“=, is defined as follows: 
P4n + 2 CQ = ~Q2n + 1 (x2), P4n + 3 Cd = Q2, + 1 (x2), 
(n=O,l,...). 
PROPOSITION III. The sequence (Pn),“=o defined in (1.16) is orthogonal with 
respect to the functional L, defined in (1.15). 
PROOF. Since P4n(~) and P4n+3(~) contain only even powers of x and 
P4,, + i(x) and P4n+2(~) contain only odd powers of x we have 
(1.17) L,(X2k+~P4n(X))=L1(x2k+~P4n+3(x))=0 (kfzi2; n=o, l,...), 
(1.18) &(X2kP4,+#))=&(X2kP4n+2(X))=0 (kEZ; n=o, 1, . ..). 
From the orthogonality of (Q,),“=O with respect to L we obtain 
(1.19) L*(X2kP4,(X))=LI(X 2k+'P4n+~(X))=L(XkQ2n(X))=0 (k= -tZ,...,xl- I), 
(1.20) L,(X2k-1P4n+2(x))=LI(X2kP4,+3(X))=L(XkQ2n+1(X))=O (k= -n,...,n). 
From (1.1 l)-( 1.14) we get 
J!J 1 (x2”P4, (x)) * 0, J!J 1 (x - 2n - 2P4n + 3 (x)) # 0, 
L,(X-2"-1P4n+~(X))#O0,L1(X2"+1P4n+2(X))#0. 
Hence (P,),“=, is orthogonal with respect to Li Cl 
REMARK 1.3. Theorem 1.1 implies: The system (P,),“=, does not satisfy re- 
currency relations as stated in that theorem. 
REMARK 1.4. Lacunary systems of OLPs are mentioned in [6]. 
2. GENERAL T-FRACTIONS AND OLPs 
In the rest of this paper we will often use the notations 
- a. 
K -/-, ,ilz, 
j=l bj J 
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to denote the continued fractions 
z+ x+.+- respectively z+ z+...+ %. 
We consider the general T-fraction: 
cw T=fi+fi+...+fi,l+fin+ . . . . I x-‘+g1 I l+gzx I x-‘+gzn-, I l+g,,x 
wheref,,g,(n=O,l,...) are non-vanishing complex numbers and where x is an 
indeterminate. Its approximants are 
A, and B, are Laurent polynomials, satisfying 
whereA,-,=O, Ai=f,, B,=l, B1=x-‘+g,. 
An equivalence transformation of T yields 
m Ax T= K 
j=l l+gjX’ 
Obviously we have 
U,(x) n .+ I% 
-= j!lI+gjx= B,(X)’ V” (xl c 
U, and V, are (ordinary) polynomials of degree n, satisfying 
(2.2) Y,(x)=(~ +g,x)y,~,(x)-tf,xy,~,(x) (n=2,3, . ..I. 
with 
Obviously we have 
(2.3) Bz, (xl = x - n V2, W, B2, + 1 (X)=X-“-v~/Zn+,(X). 
By Favard’s theorem (B,)rEo is orthogonal with respect to a moment func- 
tional L. Sincefi,g+O (i=1,2 ,...) we may assume L to be normalized such 
that L(l)= -fi/gl. 
Together with the orthogonality of (Bn);P=,-,, (1.1 l)-(1.14) (with Q replaced 
by B) imply that for the polynomials V, one has: 
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(2.4) I 
L(X-kVn(X))=O (k= 1,2, . ..) n), 
i 
L(vn(x))=(-l)“+’ .fif2*-fri* 1 g,g2”.g 
n 
+1 @=a 1,*.-h 
Using (2.4) it is easily verified that 
is a polynomial in t of degree n which satisfies (2.2). Moreover 
_ tL 
( 
V,(x) - V,(t) x-t )=o, -tL( ~~(~~rYl(t))=fit. 
This implies 
u,(t) = - tL 
( 
~A4 - V,(t) 
x-t > 
(n=1,2,...). 
Suppose that for arbitrary, but fixed, n the polynomials U,, and V, are 
given by 
Un(t)=u,t+U2t2+--+M,tn, 
I/,(t)=uo+olt+...+u,t”, 
Note: I/,(O)= 1 and u,=g,g,.+.g,,. 
Let 
L(x”) = c-, (n E Z). 
Then 
u”(t) = - tL 
VI(x) - V,(t) 
x-t 
= -t f: uk,q i Xk-jti-l) = 
k=l j=l 
= -t f i C-k+jvktj-l’ - i ( i c-k+j vk)fj, 
k=l j=l j=l k=j 
whence 
- %I = cou, 
-U,~~=C-~u,+Cou,-~ 
(2.5) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
- u2 =C_.+2U,+C-.+3O,-]+.‘.+CgU2 
-U1 =C-.+l~,+C-.+2~,-1 + ~~-+c~~u2+cool. 
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Together with (2.4), rewritten here as 
1 
a,=c,o,+c,o,-,+...+c,u,+c,+loo 
0 =cou,+c~u,~~+~~~+c,-,u,+c,oo 
(2.6) . . ..,............................. 
0 =c- n+~u,+C-,+~U,-~+“‘+COUl+C1uO 
-~n=C~nun+C-n+~u,-~+“‘+C~,U~+COUO, 
where 
a,=(-l)“fif2...fn+l and p,=(-1)” .fif2-~fn+ 1 
glg2*%z+,’ 
this implies 
I 
u,=c1u,-1+ “‘+cn~,u~+cnuo 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(2.7) 
u2= Cl u1+ c2uo 
#I= ClUO* 
Now let 
@(x) = 
i 
E CkXk at 0 
k=l 
- ,% cekxwk at 00 
be a pair of formal power series. Then (2.5)-(2.7) precisely mean 
(- lYfd?-**f,+lx n+‘+O(X”+2),X-+0, 
(2.8) 
un (-9 
@(x)-- v(x)= 
n 
I 
(- 1)” fif2...fn+l 
(glg2*%)2&f+l 
x-“+o(x-“-l) x-*m , 
For this reason # is sometimes referred to as the “associated pair of power 
series” to the given T-fraction. It also follows from (2.8) that UJV,, (and 
AJB, as well) are two-point Pad6 approximants to the pair of power series @. 
REMARK 2.1. Since uo= 1 it follows from (2.6) that: 
(2.9) 
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C-n “‘c-1 co+& 
c-,+1 *--co Cl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
co “‘CT”-,c, 
co= 
c-,+1”‘C0 Cl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
co “‘C,-,c, 
Cl “‘C, cn+i -Qn 
With the usual notation for Hankel determinants, i.e., 
I 5 Cp+l “‘Cp+q I 
Hf’), = 
cp+ lCp+Z “‘Cp+q+ 1 
(pEz;q=o, 1, . ..) , Ho@‘= 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cp+qCp+q+l “‘Cp+Zq 1 
it follows from (2.9) that: 
H;;;‘=(-l)“+‘p H(-“+~),H~s~+‘)=~~H(-~+~) (n=l,&...). n n ” 
On account of a,+O, &#O (n = 1,2, . . . ), Ni”) = co = -fr/g, #O it follows that 
H(-“+‘)#O, H;-“+2)#0 (n= 1,2, . ..). n 
For v,, Bzn, Bzn+l we have the following determinantal representations: 
1 
V,(x) = - H(-“+‘) n 
Bzn(X) = l &Zn+l) 
2n 
c-,+1"'C1 
. . . . . . . . . 
9 
CO *** c, 
-f . . . 1 
C-Zn+ 1 “‘Cl 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
CO “‘Qn 
x” . ..x-” 
3 Bzn+1 (x)=-+ 
HLl 3’ 
C-2”“‘Cl 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
CO ‘*‘C2n+l 
x” . ..x-n-1 
3. T-FRACTIONS FOR HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
Back in 18 13, Gauss [2] gave a C-fraction expansion for the quotient of 
hypergeometric functions, zFr (a, b + 1; c + 1; z)/~F~ (a, 6; c; z). We give a 
T-fraction expansion for this quotient. We start from 
I 
2Fl(a,b;c;z)= 1+ ( b-a+1 -z > 2Fl(a,b+ l;c+ 1;~) c 
(3.1) 
+ (a-c- l)(b+ 1) 
c(c + 1) 
zzFl(a,b+2;c+2;z). 
In (3.1) we replace b and c by b+j and c+j respectively and we put 
Rj (2) = 
#‘,(a,b+j;c+j;z) 
2Fl(a,b+j+ l;c+j+ 1;~) 
(j=O, 1, . ..). 
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Then we obtain 
Rj(Z) 
1 1 1 = 1 + b-a+l+jz+ (u-c- -j)(b+ +j) ~ 
c+j (c+j)(c+ 1 +j) z'Rj+ l(Z) 
(j=O, 1, . ..). 
This implies 
:;“, A+‘+ (n=0,1,2 ,... ), 
n n 
with 
f,=l + (a-c-j+W+j-1) 
' J (c+j-2)(c+j-1) 
(j=2,3, . ..). 
gj = 
b-a+j 
c+j-l o’= 1,2,...). 
Let @ denote the associated pair of power series of the T-fraction 
(3.3) i fiz 
j=l l+gjZ 
as in section 2. Let U,,/V,, be the n-th approximant of the continued fraction 
in (3.3). Then from (2.8) it follows 
Wz) U,-,(z) = o(z”) z’. --- 
vtl cd V,-,(z) 
where U, and V, are polynomials in z. 
Thus 
Z U,(z) R,(z)U,(z)+f,+lzU,-l(z) u,(z) ---= --= 
R,(z) VA4 R,(z)V~',(z)+f,+lzV~-l(z) K (-2) 
(3.4) 
fn+l~~~n-l~~~~~ln(~~-~n~~~~n-l~~~~ =O(Zn+l) z’o 
= Vn(z)(R,(z)V,(z)+f,+lzV,-1(~)) 
Together with (2.8), (3.4) implies that @ and z/R0 have the same power series 
developments about 0. So we have the formal expansion at 0: 
z#j(a,b+ l;c+ 1;z) = ; fjz 
#‘lb, b;c; z) j=l l+gjz’ 
By an equivalence transformation this T-fraction takes the form 
where 
f,=l,J= (a-c-j+l)@+j-1) . 
b-a+j-l)(L,-a+j) (J=2y3”**)7 
1 c+j-1 ~ (j= 1,2, . ..). gj’ b-a+j 
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This directly leads to 
,F,(b-c+ l;b+ l;b-a+2;z-1) un cd 
zF,(b-c+ l,b;b-a+1;2-‘) 
- jq-$ = O(C”) z-+03, 
n 
and the formal expansion at 00: 
C 2Fi(b-c+1,b+1;b-a+2;z-‘) 
b-a+ 1 #,(b-c+ l,b;b--a+ 1;z-1) 
= ;fj”. 
i=l 1 +gjZ 
REMARK 3.1. Formula (3.1) is one of the 9 contiguous relations for zF, 's, 
PadC selected from the 325 such relations mentioned by Gauss. PadC used them 
in his 1907 study of different types of continued fraction expansions for 
zFl(u, l;c;z), see [8], p. 376-377 = Oeuvres p. 404-405. 
In (3.3) we have 
- limfj=l= limgj. 
j-CC j-m 
From a result in [9] it follows that: The T-fraction in (3.3) converges to 
z~Fr(a,b+l;c+l;~)/~F,(a,b;c;z) if 1~1~1 
and converges to 
c(b-a+l)-’ ;?F,(b-c+ l,b+l;b-a+2;z-‘)/,F,(b-c+ l,b;b-a+ l;z-“) 
if Iij>l. 
NOW we substitute z/a for z and then let Q--+oJ. The T-fraction in (3.3) then 
becomes (after an equivalence transformation): 
f++w+jcgl+..., 
c z c+ 2 c+ z 
whence we obtain: 
i 
14(b+l;c+l;z) = c / I @+ 1)~ j 1 @+2)z / I 
~F,@;c;z) L-z Ic+l-z lc+2--z I*- 
(3.5) -czFo(b-c+ l,b+l;-z-‘) z 
Z~Fg(b-c+ l,b; -z-Q * 
Formula (3.5) is also derived in [5], p. 278. Notice that we need no recourse to 
differential equations as in [5]. 
Next we turn to the special case b = 0 in (3.3) while a is replaced by a + 1. The 
pair of power series 
zF,(a,l;c;z)-l=~z,F,(n+l,l;c+l;z)= ni, c,z” (jzj<l), 
QNZ) = 
-2F,(-c+1,1; -a+l;z-‘)= - j0 c-,,z-~ (jzl>l), 
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where c,=(a),/(c), (n EZ), corresponds to the T-fraction 
a-c 
with 
f, = 5 + (a-c-~+Ni-- 1) 
’ J (c+j-2)(c+j-1) 
(j=2,3, . ..). 
C 
Sj = 
-a+j-1 
c+j- 1 
0’=1,2,...; c,c-aeZ\ iN). 
Let T,, denote the n-th approximant of (3.6): 
where 
V,,=l, VI(z)=l+glz, v;l(z)=(l+g,z)~~‘,_,(z)+f,z~~v,_~(z) (n=2,3,...). 
The denominators B,, of the continued fraction (3.6) written in its equivalent 
form as in (2.0) are 
Bzn(z)=~-“V2n(~),B2n+1(~)=~-n-1V2V2n+l(~) (n=O,l,...). 
The Laurent polynomials (B,J,“,o are orthogonal with respect to the functional 
L given as follows: 
L(zk)=c-k=(a)-k/(c)-k (keH). 
We show presently that they are hypergeometric (Laurent) polynomials of type 
#t. The recurrence relations 
V,(z)= l+ ( 
a-n+1 z 
> 
v -,(z)+ (-a+c+n-2)(-n+1) ,# Jz) 
-c-n+1 n (-c-n+l)(-c-ni-2) n 
(n=2,3,...) 
V,(z)= 1, V,(z)= 1- t z 
are a special case of (3.1) which we rewrite here in the following form 
(3.7) -I “-:11:‘11’1) z#t(<,27+2;[+2;z) + 1+ y z ( > zF,(<,rl+ l;[+ l;z)=2F*(<,Ij;[;z). 
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In (3.7) we substitute: <= -a, 1;1= -n, <= -c-n+1 to obtain 
2F1(-a, -n; -c-n+l;z)= ( 1+ a-n+1 -c-n+1 z > #,(-a, -n+l; -c-n+2;z) 
+ (-a+c+n-2)(-n+l) 
(-c-n+l)(-c-n+2) 
@,(-a, -n+2; -c-n+3;z). 
Since 
2F1(-@SO;-c+l;z)=l andzF,(-~,-l;-c-l+l;z)=l-~z 
C 
we obviously have 
Vn(z)=2F~(-4 -n; -c-n+l;z) 
and 
(3.8) 
c 
B2,(Z)=Z-n&(-a, -2n; -c-2n+l;z) 
~z,+r(Z)=Z -“-‘#,(-a, -2n-1; -c-2n;z) (n=O,l,...). 
The polynomials in (3.8) are orthogonal on the unit circle in the complex plane. 
Indeed, assuming throughout c>a, a, c@Z we have 
THEOREM 3.1. The system (B,),“=, of Laurent polynomials with 
B2,(z)=z-“2F,(-a, -2n; -c-2n+ l;z), 
B2n+1(Z)=Z-n-1 2F,(-a, -2n-1; -c-2n;z) (n=O,l,...) 
is orthogonal on the unit circle in the complex plane with respect to the weight 
function w(z), given by 
(3.9) 
- 1 r(l - a)f(c) 
w(z)= 2ni tic-a) (-z)-~(I -z)~-~-’ (c>a;a,c$Z;O<arg z<2n), 
where the branch of (-z)-’ and of (1 - z)~-‘-’ is chosen as follows: 
(-z)-‘= IzI-’ if arg z=rr (O<arg z<2n), 
(l-~)~-~-‘=~l-z~~-~I-~ if arg (l-z)=0 (-rcnarg (l-z)<n). 
PROOF. Let Ci = {eie : 0< 0<2n}. First we show that SC,, z”w(z)dz exists as 
an improper integral with “critical points” ei.Of and er.2n- for all m EZ. 
Clearly 
,Jm+ zmPC(l -z)~-‘= lim zmmc(l -z)‘-“=O. 
z+e’.ZZ- 
By integration by parts we obtain 
O=(a-m) j zmPC(l -z)‘-“-‘dz-(c-m) 6, zm-lPc(l -z)‘-“-ldz (mEiT). 
Cl 
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This implies 
(3.10) j z%(z)dz= z i zm-‘w(z)dz (m EZ). 
Cl I 
For m > c - 1, we calculate SC, z’%(z)& by contour integration. The integrand 
is holomorphic in C except for the branch points 0 and 1. For the contour see 
fig. 1. 
T Y 
Z=x+iy. 
Fig. 1. I 
C, is a circle of radius r about 0, where 0 < r< 1. Since m > c - 1, 
lim j zmw(z)dz=O. 
r-0 c, 
By our choice of branches we now have 
j z”w(z)dz= 7 
- l r(l -aYlc) &nc j p-c(l -Z,c-a-f&= 
Cl 2m l-@-a) Cl 
einc I(1 - a)r(c) = -. 
27ti l-@-a) 
(1 -e-2niC) d p-C(l -f)c-a-l&= 
_ sin 71c.r(1-a)Z@) ZIm-c+l)r(c-a) = 
II r(c-4 r(m-a+ 1) 
r(l -a)f(m-cc+ 1) (-c+ l), (a)-, 
= r(l-c)r(m-a+ 1) = (-a+ l), 
= - =c-, (m>c- 1). 
(c)-, 
Together with (3.10) this yields for all m E Z 
(3.11) j zrnw(z)dz=c-,. 0 
Cl 
REMARK 3.2. Formula (3.11) can also be obtained by contour integration 
under the assumption m <a. 
REMARK 3.3. A heuristic argument to arrive at the above form of the weight 
function is as follows. The power series about 0 and 00 for 2F,(a, 1;~; z) - 1 
and -2FI( -c+ l,l; -a+ l;z-‘), respectively, are the generating functions 
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for our moments c, since they are the associated pair of power series for the 
T-fraction for zF1(a, 1;~; z). For c>a they both converge on the unit circle, 
except for the point 1. From a result in Henrici [3], Theorem 8.8a, p. 68, one 
deduces 
,F,(a, l;c;z)+zF1(-c+ 1,l; -a+ l;z-‘)- 1 = 
= fll - MW 
tic-4 
(-z)-u(l ~Z-~)c-a-l, r(l -a)flc) (-z)-c+l(l -Z)c-a-l, 
T(c - a) 
for /arg (-z)l<n (a$H; c*O, -1, -2 ,... ). 
REMARK 3.4. The polynomials B,, in (3.8) resemble the polynomials 
Jn(a,c;z)=znzFI(-n, -a-n; -c-2n+l;z-‘) which are the Jacobi poly- 
nomials on [0, I]. For c> a> - 1 their weight function on [0, l] is const. 
xn(l -X)c-a-i. Both sets of polynomials have continued fractions for 
ZFl(a, 1; c; z,) as their source. We will call the polynomials B, “Jacobi Laurent 
polynomials”. 
With an eye to the theory of classical orthogonal polynomials we will 
consider lacunary and confluent cases. 
a. The lacunary case 
This case, corresponding to (1.16), concerns the polynomials (S,,),“=, with 
S,, (x) = Bzn (x2) = x - 2”2FI(-a, -2n; -c- 2n+ l;x2), 
S 4n+ l(x) =x- ‘B2n(x2)9 s4, +2(x) =xB2n+ I (x2), 
s 4n+3(x)=B2n+1(x2)=x-2n-22FI(-a, -2n-1; -c-2n;x2). 
The polynomials are orthogonal on the unit circle with respect to the weight 
function w1 given by 
w  
1 
( [ ) -  -1 Pa+ WCC) 
2ni T(c - a) 
<(-p)-C(1-p)c-+ 
We omit the proof. It is a direct corollary to Theorem 3.1. In the terminology 
of section 1, the S, are orthogonal with respect to the functional L1 defined by 
L, (X2*) = L(Xrn) = c--c+ l), 
(-a+l),=cpm’ 
L,(X2m+1)=0 (rnEE). 
REMARK 3.5. The Laurent polynomials S,,, (n = 0, 1, . . . ), S4n(x) = Bzn(x2), and 
S,, +2(x) =xBzn+ i(x2) are already considered by Gasper in [l], where (in our 
terminology) it is shown that (S2n)cC0 is orthogonal on the unit circle, with 
respect to the weight function 
g(z)- - 1 rY-a+ lF(c+ 1) 
2ni T(c-a+ I) 
&4-c-l (l-.&C-@, 
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or equivalently, that &Jr& is orthogonal with respect to the moment 
functional Szr defined by 
(3.12) 
(-4, (a)-, 
521(X2m) =(-a+l)m=(c+l)-m’ 
Q*(X2m+l)=0 (rnEE). 
Although the full system (S,),“=e is certainly nof orthogonal with respect 
to Qr - not even quasi orthogonal of order 3 with respect to Q,, 
(Q,(S,,- rSdn+s) ~0) - it is on the other hand easy to show that (Szn)rxo is 
orthogonal with respect to Szr. It follows directly from (3.8) that 
s&(x”) = h L,((l -X-2)Xm) (rnEZ). 
Hence 
(3.13) 
~,(x2k&lw) = k &((I -x-2)x2kB2n(x2)) 
=LL((l-x-‘)xk&,(x))=O(k=-n+l,...,n-l), 
c-a 
(3.14) Q,(x2”S,,(x))= A- L((x” - x” - ‘)B2n(x)) # 0. 
c-a 
In a similar way we find 
(3.15) Q,(X2k-1~&+,(X))= -c-U(1 -x-‘)xk&,+,(x))=o (k= -n+ l,...,n), c-a 
(3.16) Q,(x~“+‘&+~(x))= 5 L((1 -x-‘)~“+~B~~+~(x))+o. c-a 
The orthogonality of (Szn)rzo with respect to O1 now follows from (3.13)- 
(3.16) and the fact that &,, is even, S4n+2 is odd. 
b. Confluent cases 
We return to (3.8). In V,(z) we substitute z/a for z and let a-00. We get 
lFI(-n; -c-n+ 1; -2) 
so the Laurent polynomials in this confluent case are 
R$(z)=z-nIF,(-2n; -c-2n+l; -z); 
Rg+l(z)=z-n-l iFr(-2n-1; -c-2n; -2). 
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These polynomials are the successive denominators of the T-fraction 
Its associated pair of power series y is given by 
lF,(l;c;z) -1 at 0, 
-2F0(l, -c+ 1; -2-l) at 00. 
The confluence corresponding to c-+00 leads to the OLPs: S$$ given by 
q(z) = z +&( - 2n, -a; - 2); s g+#=Z+’ &(-2n-1, -a; -z), 
denominators of the T-fraction 
(I- 1-...- 2n-1 
I z-‘-a I l-(a-1)z 
1 
I 1 -(a-2n+ l)z - / z-l;Cz-24 -.*. 
with the associated pair of power series q: 
f 
2~~(l,a;z)- 1 at 0, 
rl(z) = 
- ,F,(l, --a+ 1; -z-‘) at 00. 
We note: 
q(z) = (-1)” (-c) (C)2rt& (-z-9; Q+,(z)= ‘7cc;;:“,,’ S$,-,‘:(-z-p. 
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